How artificial intelligence chatbots becomes author’s true friend in medical writing without risking ethical violations
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“The new technology is not good or evil in and of itself. It’s all about how people choose to use it.” (David Wong)

The application of artificial intelligence (AI) in the health sector has grown vastly in the last few years. AI that uses natural language processing to create human-like conversational dialogue has been developed and referred to as an AI chatbot. ChatGPT (OpenAI, USA) has been the most popular AI chatbot since 2022. This AI chatbot can respond to any questions and compose various written content, including articles or essays, in (milli)seconds, speeding up the writing process of scientific articles, including medical science. Many tutorials on creating scientific articles using AI chatbots are widely available on the internet to help various levels of scholars, including students (high school, undergraduate, or postgraduate), workers in many fields, and us as authors and scientists.

A significant issue arising from using AI chatbots is whether the AI chatbot can replace human factors in writing scientific articles. The author tried to ask, “Can ChatGPT replace manuscript writing?” in ChatPGT. The ChatGPT has acknowledged itself by answering, “While ChatGPT can certainly assist with manuscript writing by generating ideas, providing research assistance, suggesting structure, offering language refinement, and even providing feedback, it cannot fully replace the entire process of manuscript writing.” ChatGPT will never replace human factors, such as human expertise, creativity, originality, contextual understanding, critical evaluation, and ethical considerations, as these factors still require a depth of human thinking beyond technology. Thus, all authors should be aware of this limitation of any AI chatbots and include authors’ expertise in AI-assisted manuscripts.

Other concerns have risen regarding the potential publication ethical implications, such as plagiarism and duplication. The absence of references/sources in the recent version of ChatGPT’s responses raises concerns of potential plagiarism, as ideas may be interpreted differently without proper acknowledgment of the initial source. Consequently, authors are advised against directly incorporating ChatGPT search results into their scholarly works and to add detailed references to ensure ethical standards, including the thorough reading all citations of sources. Then, the author should add all these references in a manner to acknowledge previous ideas.

Since 2024, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors has recommended that all journals should require authors to disclose whether they used any AI-assisted technologies in the production of the submitted work in the acknowledgment section. The AI chatbots cannot be authors even though they can help authors generate novel ideas or topics. Many tools are available to detect AI-assisted and human-written content, yet these tools still need help differentiating content developed by most recent AI chatbots. Even though these AI-detector tools still continuously need improvement, applying these tools in journals can be initiated to screen AI-assisted articles.

The use of an AI chatbot, like other latest technology, inevitably presents disadvantages along with advantages in its use. Based on personal experience, an AI chatbot is very useful in finding new knowledge and terms or generating an idea for the early stage of article writing. Thus, the author should only use AI chatbots to brainstorm ideas or generate topics during the writing part. Furthermore, AI chatbots can help authors save more time enhancing articles’ quality by correcting grammar, style, and vocabulary compared to the manual method of finding synonyms online. In conclusion, we should balance the use of this highest technology, such as AI chatbots, while improving the efficiency of writing an article to minimize the possibility of publication ethics violations.
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